
Introducing Language Studio, an ELD companion 
for CKLA
Native to CA ELD standards and the CA ELA/ELD Framework, Language Studio is CKLA’s content-

based companion program for English Language Development. Built on the groundbreaking CKLA 

knowledge domains, it combines engaging content with targeted supports and strategies to leverage 

the knowledge-rich read-alouds, vocabulary, and texts within CKLA. It helps students access core 

content and move swiftly across the spectrum of language proficiency.

Language Studio supports teachers and students through the following:

• CA ELD standards provided at point of instruction in the Teacher Guide offer a quick,  

direct point of reference and serve as an excellent progress-monitoring tool.

• Access Supports are specific and tailored to ELD proficiency levels—Emerging,  

Expanding, Bridging—and allow for differentiation in every lesson segment.

• 1:1 correspondence between Language Studio and core units provides unparalleled 

opportunity to deepen knowledge along with domain and academic vocabulary.

• Culminating tasks support core projects and target the same skills as primary instruction.

• 30 minutes of instruction with lesson segments carefully designed around  

Content Knowledge, Meaning Making, Language Development, Effective Expression,  

and Foundational Skills.
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Language Studio features content-anchored units with rich texts and engaging speaking and listening activities 

that provide opportunities for students to practice and reinforce language skills. Components include:
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Language Studio Activity Books:

• Place texts at students’ fingertips for 

annotation and close reading, featuring full 

texts, authentic literature, and excerpts

• Help students bridge experiences and 

knowledge with graphic organizers, 

journaling space, anticipation guides, 

images, vocabulary activities and more

• Support unit-long projects—for example, 

a scrapbook or comic book—that provide 

scaffolding for primary instruction

Language Studio Teacher Guides:

• Provide progress-monitoring tools 

including CA ELD standards at point of use, 

formative and summative assessments, 

and assessment rubrics

• Offer varied differentiation strategies 

including Support, Challenge, and Access 

modules in each lesson segment

• Are organized into thoughtful 

lesson segments—Talk Time, Building 

Background, On Stage and more—that 

make learning objectives concrete

For more information, call us at 800-823-1969 ext. 250  
or visit www.amplify.com/california/ckla.
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